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Strategic Overview
 Post-Election activities reflects the engineering of a revolutionary crisis that
accomplishes revolutionary objectives, regardless of who becomes President.
 This goes beyond simply stealing the election and reflects what Bezmenov called
the crisis phase following the successful demoralization and destabilization phases
leading up to and including the Election.
 From a political warfare POV, Post-Election activities are about a battle for control
of institutions in furtherance of aggregation of power in the revolutionary
movement.
 The 3 primary threats confronting America that pose an existential threat, joint and
severable, and synchronized
 Homegrown neo-Marxist/Islamist mass line movements
 Antifa, BLM, CAIR, etc. (they appear to inform the DNC leadership)
 The Political Warfare Threat –
 China (including emergent economic alliance - OBOR - with Turkey, EU, Iran
and other Nations)
 The Ideological Threat
 European Union, International forums
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INTSUM – following PAVIN-1 (Closeout)
 Political Warfare
 Mass Line suppression of the American population continues. Republican Leadership is leading the effort to silence
the American Voices and Dissent. [CONTINUES]
 The French Revolution is the model for this Mass Line Movement. The Color Revolution emulates Tahrir Square.
[CONTINUES]

 Alliance (United Fronts)
 Massive Untraceable Cashflow went into Democrat Election efforts.

 Violence
 The threat of Violence and the application of actual Violence, continuously reinforced Mass Line Enforcement
narratives in support of the Non-Violent Main Effort.

 International (& Sanctuary)
 The Islamic Movement (Muslim Brotherhood) continues to manage the Left’s ground game of the Color Revolution in
major urban areas.

 Non-Violent
 ACTUAL DISENFRANCISEMENT:
 Republican leadership and talking heads take the lead effort in silencing their own base in support of the NeoMarxist meta-narrative
 Lincoln Project signaled the schizophrenic nature of the Republican Leadership. STILL NO REPUBLICAN
CONDEMNATION!
 Systematic de-platforming of non-conforming media escalating in both mainstream and social media
 Substantive Evidence of strategic-level Voter Fraud across the spectrum executed at state/local level. [Ongoing]
The Left wants you to see it!
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INTSUM – following PAVIN-2 (Moving Forward)
 Political Warfare




This Election constitutes the culmination of the demoralization of the American base, which is the logical pre-condition to
their actual disenfranchisement from their own institutions.
 Moving forward non-conforming American voices [e.g.: the “MAGA” base] to be targeted for destruction through Direct
Action and Narratives that includes redefining American ideals in terms of racist White Nationalism, White Privilege etc. for
the purpose of destroying the American ideal by making it odious.
Social Media and MSM continues the systematic censorship of citizens while escalating the aggressive de-platforming of nonconforming voices.
The 24-Hour News cycle deliberately undermines critical thinking by drowning the audience in “countless superficial
information bits … presented in propaganda fashion” rendering the audience ”knowledgeable about a thousand details
and nevertheless, because of ignorance regarding the core of the matter, remain without basic insight.” The conversion
of information into narratives to support the news cycle causes “authentic reality [to be] taken over by a fictitious
reality” where “perception is indeed still directed toward an object, but now it is a pseudoreality” - Pieper
24-Hour News cycles render the audience passive spectators in their own destruction.




Mass Line Enforcement narratives heavily leveraging “Semantic Marxism” (especially “Discourse Theory”) to advance narrative
of Biden victory while suppressing bona fide legal challenges in the face of evidence of strategic-level fraud that also serves to
delegitimize a serving President.
Whether validated or determined to be disinformation, all reporting constitutes a relevant Intelligence Summary datapoint.

 Alliance (United Fronts)
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Islamic Movement (Muslim Brotherhood) continues to run the Color Revolution ground game for the Left in America.
If Election Fraud is validated, it supports indicators that European organizations enjoy direct intervening access to the American
ballot box. This constitutes a clear and present danger to the integrity of the American electoral process.
GW Bush, along with the Republican establishment, early and aggressively supported the “Trump Lost/Move On” narrative by
targeting that message to the base that elects them.
 George W. Bush would deny President Trump the same legal options he successfully exercised in his contested election
against Vice-President Al Gore to become the 43rd President.

INTSUM – following PAVIN-2 (Moving Forward)
 Violence
 Enforcement narrative calibrated to generate a massive grievance exercise if Trump wins in
court that includes the radicalization of the most violent players.
 International (& Sanctuary)
 Communist China continued role in subverting American institutions, including the Electoral
Process.
 [From Alliances, c.f.: above, if validated) European political organizations (EU) and NGOs
may play a role in supporting Voter Fraud.
 [Sanctuary] Coverage of this Election made apparent to the Public what has been known for
some time, that there is no substantive gap between the dominant messaging of Social Media
and MSM [FOX!] and the Neo-Marxist’s Mass Line narratives.
 Boris Johnson (UK), Modi (India),and Netanyahu (Israel), who positioned themselves as Trump
allies, endorsed Biden in advance of a final electoral determination, as did Trump adversary
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
 China’s One-Belt-One-Road (OBOR) initiative may underlie Turkish, Italian, Israeli and other’s
decision making and may call into question the viability of NATO moving forward.
 Non-Violence
 Post-Election threat of Violence synchronized and subordinated to Non-Violent Courses of
Action (COAs).
 Dominion Voting Systems (and other identified systems) implicated in an evidentiary fashion
beyond the purview of this INTSUM briefing
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Analytic Observation

Not withstanding the lack of reporting in the United State, the whole
worlds knows a massive fraud is being perpetrated, both those who are for
it and against it. The future of the free world hangs in the balance.
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Narratives
 DOMINANT: Biden threatens national level enforcement of Draconian implementation of COVID Enforcement
Narratives, which are separate and severable from the actual COVID threat (Discourse Theory)
 SUPPORTED: Narratives operating under cover of C19 Narrative
 Threat of violence and the actual suppression of Civil and Human Rights as a necessary consequence of
enforcing COVID restrictions.
 Emerging Narratives: [These are not exhaustive, some may replace the dominant narrative as events unfold],
for example:
 Trump Accountability Project.
 Non-Violent narrative (which may become the State Actor narrative): Totalitarian threats of generating lists
to intimidate and terrorize the American public, for example Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and
The Washington Post’s “conservative” voice Jennifer Rubin.
 Supported by Lindsay Graham-esque Promises of Investigations that will either never materialize or
will be purposely under-exclusive to the equities involved.
 Violent Support Narrative: Antifa Banners “We Don’t Want Biden. We Want Revenge’
 Radical statements that the Non-Violent leadership quickly suppresses should be assessed as True,
constituting the most dangerous COA and treated as a “Binary Retreat” that openly communicates
actual intent.
 Enforcement narrative calibrated to generate a massive grievance exercise if Trump wins in court that
includes the radicalization of the most violent players, e.g.: Stop the Coup.
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Color Revolution - Continues and Postured for Transition



The current domestic political situation has decomposed into a national security issue. The 2020 political cycle is being utilized to mask
the extremely hostile revolutionary nature of these events. Even the violence is distraction.



The current information indicates that large scale unrest may begin as Election Fraud is exposed, to ensure an Inauguration crisis that
carries on to at least January 20, 2021 and beyond. The revolutionary operational design has 3 key components that must be factored in:




First, the revolutionaries must control the media and social media communication environment. 
Second, the revolutionaries must maintain control of a portion of the bureaucracy. 
Finally, the Republican Party and GOP Establishment must be under the positive control of the Revolutionary narrative and
remain passive. If the revolutionaries can succeed in controlling these three components of their operation, they can be
successful. 



Color revolutions utilize information warfare tactics to create crisis situations in which institutional leaders are placed under tremendous
political pressure to support the revolutionary objective. 



The control of the media and other communication is used by revolutionaries or their supporters to amplify crisis (i.e.; election fraud)
solutions selected by the revolutionaries (i.e.; remove Trump). 



These narratives are amplified by the media to silence and control GOP opponents and to compel action by the bureaucrats.



The history of sabotage and subversion directed against the campaign, transition, and administration during the first term should serve
as warning. 



Numerous senior officials of the Democrat Party are openly calling for revolution and intend to fabricate a Constitutional crisis around the
election and parallel street mobilization in furtherance of their efforts. 



This plan includes the utilization of various revolutionary actors that have been observed conducting operational and informational
preparation of the environment for the past several months.



There are 2 key vulnerabilities to color revolutions. Prior knowledge and united opposition. ACTIONS:
 1.) The public and the institutional leaders must be made aware of these efforts in a coherent manner.
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2.) Traditional American views which do not conform to Marxist Mass Line
enforcement narratives must coordinate along a unified opposition.

Indications & Warning (I&W)
 Targeted Lists oriented toward the punishment of dissent will be issued.
 Ideological Subversion/Open Strategic Incomprehension – in the face of public pressure and awareness
relating to the Michigan Plot, the FBI identified the plotters in White Supremacists terms in the face of
ANTIFA and Far-Left indicators that demonstrably identified them otherwise.
 The Republican establishment enforces mass line enforcement narratives (simply by following them)
 Police Morale, Democrat Voter Support, Institutional Support for Democrat Agenda, etc.
 National Security and Law Enforcement continues to address ongoing declared subversive activities as
strictly legal matter while refusing to account for the overt and articulable declarations of Insurrection.
 Indicators of new rounds of violent riots held in reserve in expectation of adverse outcome.
 Voter Fraud Organized at the Counter-State level. 
 Constitutional principles, the rule of law, and incendiary political rhetoric remain unchallenged
 Escalation in the targeting and assassination of law enforcement and political opposition.
 Failure to even pursue articulable and obvious accessories/conspirators to the Portland assassination of
opposition.
 ESCALATING AND OPEN Post-Election Media and Social Media Censorship. 
 Open Planning and Open Communication – Continues unabated and without fear of consequences. 
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https://www.choosefreedom.io/2020/10/are-you-safe-a-guide-to-protecting-your-family/

What to DO:
Are You Safe?
A Guide to
Protecting
Your Family
from the
Coming
Insurrection
and Violence
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Do you worry that riots and mob violence could occur in your peaceful neighborhood? Are
you concerned about your family’s safety? Especially now, with fewer police available or
restricted from emergency response, many families are apprehensive. What will happen if
dangerous mobs and looters arrive on your doorstep.
This book is a guide for all that are concerned with the chaos and violence occurring on the
streets of America, regardless of your political outlook. Though much of the violence clearly
has political intent and purpose, that is outside of our scope. We are focused on helping
you keep your family and neighborhood safe.
Our goal – to explain the violence, who is perpetrating it, and how to avoid becoming a
victim, sounds simple enough. However, there is considerable information available, and
much of it is opinion disguised as the truth. To help with this task, the writers consulted with
experienced and proven analysts on intelligence, crime, politics, revolutionary warfare,
history, survival, trauma medicine, and child psychology. They did a remarkable job
separating fact from perception, assessing the inexplicable, and delivering it concisely. It
serves well as a handbook for concerned American families.
Read: Are You Safe Guide (.pdf)

